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SIMPLE USER 
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EASY
INSTALLATION

CLEAR 
FEEDBACK

TOUGH
HOUSING

SIMPLE OPERATION
A bright, easy to see blue LED tells 
you which charger to go to for the fully 
charged and most cooled down battery. 
The audible alarm quickly alerts users on 
any mispicks or potential issues.

PROTECTED
The pick light is in an enclosed container 
protecting it from dirt and grime and the 
user interface is toughened to meet any 
environment.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Installation can be completed with local 
maintenance staff and standard tools as 
no certified installation is required and 
no system configuration is needed.

BALANCED BATTERY SELECTION
Simplified and directed battery selection 
to make sure that all batteries are fully 
charged and properly cooled down.

FASTER & FEWER CHANGES
Operators can save an average of 2 to 5 
minutes per change. There will also be 
10% to 20% fewer battery changes with 
an average 30 minutes longer battery 
run time.

LONGER BATTERY LIFE
You can increase the life of each battery 
by an average of 6 months due to longer 
battery cool down times, which equates 
to fewer battery purchases each year.

FEATURES BENEFITS

Based on a 10% reduction in daily truck changes and a 10% reduction in battery change time the iBOS® 
Basic system will pay for itself in just 8 months. 

That’s excluding the additional benefits of increased battery life which reduce ongoing costs, the in 
built alert to address any issues as they arrive and the simple installation so you don’t have to call a 
service engineer.

IT ALL ADDS UP

Our iBOS® Basic saves money in your warehouse or facility by eliminating waste 
and increasing productivity. The iBOS® Basic also features an alarm which can 
indicate a mispick and can warn of potential faults within your battery room.  


